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LOGLINE

Drunk friends took an autopilot car sharing, which took 

them to a creepy rancho where they are fed dumplings, 

and they can’t leave.



WORLD

Modern days, state Arizona/Wyoming. 

The rancho stands in the middle of nowhere.  



RYAN

22 years old. He studies journalism at the 

University of Arizona/Wyoming and he is in the 

same class as Eric and Travis. He doesn’t want to 

be a journalist; he went there just because his 

parents insisted on education and his father is a 

journalist. He doesn’t seem to have any future, 

that’s his perspective on his life. Just recently 

his girlfriend broke up with him because he 

shouted at her. He feels that he is alone, and he 

will not be able to find anyone who will ever 

understand him. He is spending time with his 

friends only because it is a little bit better than 

being alone.

Outer goal – To get out of his depressive state 

of mind.

Inner goal – To understand what is wrong with 

him.

FLAW – Has anger issues.



ALICE

21 years old. She studies journalism at 

the University of Arizona/Wyoming, 

because she wants to work for the 

New York Times and write journalist 

articles on social issues. She is 

extremely curious, and she can be 

blinded by curiosity. 

Outer goal – To find out more about 

the production of dumplings on the 

rancho.

inner goal – To make a journalist 

investigation.

FLAW – Nosy.



ERIC

ERIC – 22 years old. He is a forever ruler, 

so he hates when he is told what to do. 

Sometimes he will act contrary to what 

he is told just to make people angry. He 

thinks that Ryan needs to have a great 

party, get drunk, smoke weed and have sex. 

He can be rude when he is tired of talking 

too much and he is heading to do 

something, which leads to poor 

consequences. He studies journalism at 

the University of Arizona/Wyoming and he 

is in the same class as Ryan and Travis.

Outer goal – To have sex with Mother and 

daughter.

Inner goal – To get Alice admit that they 

are in a relationship.

FLAW – Stubborn.



TRAVIS

21 years old. He studies journalism at the 

University of Arizona/Wyoming with Ryan 

and Eric. Ryan’s best friend and he is 

always joking. He is the only one who is 

freaking out about the rancho and a 

weirdly friendly family. Although, he tries 

not to panic, because he hates when Eric 

is mocking him for being a coward. He is 

not a coward, he is smart, and he feels 

when something is off, but nobody listens 

to him, because they think that he is 

joking.

Outer goal – To get out of the rancho.

Inner goal – Save himself and his friends.

FLAW – Jokes too much, so people don’t 

believe him when he is serious.



ANASTASIA

35-40 years old. Left Russia in 90’s after the 

fall of Soviet Union. She seems to be an 

extremely kind and loving mother, who always 

takes care of her family. Her understanding of 

cannibalism is the highest expression of love 

towards people. If someone doesn’t like her 

cooking, she will be extremely offended, 

because she thinks that the worst thing that 

she can do is to cook a person inappropriately. 

Her mental state is off due to moving from 

Russia to US, where the mentality is different 

and she felt always as an outsider, although 

she speaks English very well. But she doesn’t 

feel being home. 



ANASTASIA

In addition, her husband died, and her 

mental health got worse, it triggered the 

first killing of a neighbor, they lived on 

Brighton beach back then. To cover up the 

murder, she made dumplings out of the 

person. Then she started to sell them in 

the neighborhood and with her mother 

(Luda) they’ve been killing a lot of 

homeless people. Then they bought a 

rancho. The process of cooking a person 

is the thing that she loves to do and every 

time she serves food, she anticipates a 

positive verdict. Anastasia builds her 

husband out of the remains of people, 

which is the skeletal domain.

OUTER GOAL - TO KILL AND CONSUME 

PEOPLE

INNER GOAL - SHE BELIEVES THAT 

VICTIMS WANT HER TO KILL THEM IN 

ORDER TO RELEASE THEIR SOULS

FLAW - PSYCHOSIS



VERA

17-20 years old. She never left rancho and 

she didn’t even attend school. When they 

lived in New York, she was a baby, so she 

doesn’t remember that period. She doesn’t 

see anything bad in killing or consuming 

people because that’s the way she’s been 

raised. Deep inside she realizes that 

something is off, and she wants to see how 

people live outside rancho. But her fear is 

that she will be a stranger to other people 

as her mother always told her. 

Outer goal – Get out of the rancho.

Inner goal – To feel at ease.

FLAW – Fear that she will be a stranger in 

society outside of rancho.



BABA LUDA

55-60 years old. She was the one who wanted to leave Russia back 

in the 90’s. She helped Anastasia to get rid of her first body and it 

was her idea to cook dumplings out of the corpse. She is cold and 

she doesn’t care about other people. Her perspective on life is 

there are survivors and those who don’t survive. Killing and making 

dumplings out of corpses is just business. As long as it feeds their 

family and helps them to survive. Her goal is to kill the newcomers 

ASAP. But Anastasia has her own “love game”, which makes Baba 

Luda angry. However, she can’t do anything about Anastasia. In 

addition, she is the one who figured out how to put an autopilot car 

sharing, so they can get people delivered to them, instead of killing 

them and drag themselves. Baba Luda doesn’t talk in front of 

newcomers. She plays deaf and then she kills someone wearing a 

leather face mask.

Outer goal – To kill everyone as soon as possible.

Inner goal – To cover up their cannibalistic meat production.

FLAW – Cold and violent.



SYNOPSIS
Ryan vomits after the party. Travis cheers Ryan up and jokes, which 

makes Ryan vomit more. Alice wants Ryan to hold on, she is ordering 

Uber, but it takes too long. Eric hits on Alice, she doesn’t 

appreciate him doing it in front of friends, but she giggles. Eric 

ordered Uber half an hour ago and it’s still searching. Travis 

produces an idea for car sharing. When he opens the app, he gets a 

commercial for dumplings. Travis lead friends to the car, 

Alice notices that they are driving in the opposite direction, Travis 

can’t stop the car. Eric wants to break the window, but Alice stops 

him. Ryan wakes up and he is not concerned that they are driving in 

the wrong direction. A car park near rancho. Baba Luda turns off 

the car with a phone, she sits in the house. Travis can’t start a car. 

Anastasia meets them and offers to enter their home, she doesn’t 

have wi-fi, but they can stay. they come in no matter the fact that 

Travis and Alice are against it. Anastasia feeds guests’ dumplings. 

She has an eye spark with Eric. Travis jokes and Anastasia laughs 

hard. Ryan eats and he gets a little bit better. Baba Luda is 

suspicious of everyone; she doesn’t say a word, just stares at 

everyone. Alice asks a lot of questions about the production of 

dumplings. 



SYNOPSIS
Eric and Travis bet with whom they are going to sleep first Anastasia 

or Vera. Ryan is invited to bet, but he is not interested. Eric hits on 

Anastasia. Alice tries to cheer up Ryan. Ryan tells her about his 

depression: that he is mad that a girl broke up with him. He feels like 

he doesn't have any future, like he doesn't belong anywhere. Alice 

points out that friends will help him. Baba Luda wants Anastasia to 

kill them ASAP. Anastasia is not sure which one to kill first. She 

likes Eric and Travis. Baba Luda will do it herself then. Baba Luda 

doesn't kill anyone because Travis woke up and saw her figure. It was 

too risky. 

Next day Eric tries to start the car, but it doesn’t work. Travis 

freaks out about a figure he saw last night. Eric mocks him, but 

Travis seeks support from Ryan. Ryan unenthusiastically believes 

Travis. Anastasia says that their friend will pick them up tomorrow 

when he brings groceries. So far, they can help Anastasia. Eric hits 

on Alice. Alice doesn't want Eric to show her care. Eric 

demonstratively hits on Vera, and she falls for Eric's lies. Ryan sees 

that eric hits on Vera. Ryan tells Vera not to believe Eric. Vera 

doesn't believe Ryan. She thinks he is jealous.



SYNOPSIS
Ryan will help Vera with anything. Vera wants him to clean the house. Ryan 

agrees. Anastasia and Travis hanging up laundry. Travis jokes. Anastasia 

laughs. Alice asks Vera for help. Alice wants to write an article about the 

production of their dumplings. Vera doesn’t think it's a great idea. Alice 

finds out that Vera has never been out of the rancho. Their recipe is 

secret. Anastasia sees Vera talking to Alice and she flips out. She doesn't 

want Alice or anyone else talking to Vera. Alice is curious why. Anastasia 

shuts her. Anastasia comes back to Travis who is finishing hanging the 

laundry. Travis jokes again. Anastasia invites him to look at the stars at 

night. She always liked big boys. Travis is all shining. 

Alice almost breaks into the room, where the skeletal domain is. Baba 

Luda blocks her way, and she makes vera to tell Alice that she is not 

allowed to enter there. Ryan, Travis, and Eric chop wood. Ryan finds out 

that Travis and Eric went to the club without him. Ryan beats Travis. Eric 

helps Travis to fight Ryan. Alice calms them down and goes away with 

Ryan. Anastasia is running around Travis, and he likes it. Travis shows off 

in front of Eric. Alice calms Ryan down. Ryan goes for a kiss. Alice 

doesn't appreciate it. She jokes out of it about being friends. Ryan sadly 

agrees. 



SYNOPSIS
Eric asks if they have anything else besides dumplings. Anastasia is defensive. Alice 

stops eric. Ryan makes a compliment about the food. Ryan invites Vera for a walk. Ryan 

and vera walk under the stars. Vera finds out that Ryan doesn't seem to belong to the 

world out there and she feels the same about herself. She has an illusion that Eric is 

going to take her out of this place. Ryan tries to convince her not to have high hopes 

about it. Baba Luda spies on them. 

Anastasia ties up Travis. Anastasia and Travis have sex. After sex Anastasia cuts his 

stomach open. Eric hits on Alice. Alice stops him softly. She tells him about the door 

and the smell coming out of that room, which is odd. Eric wants to check. Alice is 

against it, but it only gives him a reason to go for it. Eric and Alice check the door. Ryan 

and Vera come back and freak out Alice and Eric. Alice wants Vera to tell them what's 

behind the door. Eric hits on Vera, so she can tell them. Ryan is against Eric's 

manipulations. Vera says that they store meat there. They are not supposed to come in 

there. Ryan makes Alice and Eric go to bed. 

Nobody saw Travis, but Ryan hurried everybody up. Eric figures out that Travis has sex 

with Anastasia. Baba Luda starts tesla with a phone and takes off.  Dumplings for 

breakfast. Ryan asks Anastasia if she saw Travis. She says that he left in a car last 

night. Ryan, Alice, Eric, and Vera are looking for Travis. Ryan thinks that Travis is gone, 

and their search is pointless. Eric hits on Vera. Ryan wants him to leave her alone. Vera 

doesn't mind. Eric tells Vera about a surprise for her at night.



SYNOPSIS

Ryan comes back first. Anastasia sees his frustration. Anastasia cheers up Ryan. He 

has the power to do anything. Ryan is concerned about his power being anger. 

Anastasia tells him that there is no bad power. Baba Luda coughs and Anastasia has 

to check on her. Baba Luda wants them all dead at night. Soon newcomers will 

arrive, and they didn't deal with these. Anastasia is not ready, she likes Ryan, but Eric 

is also likeable. They didn't call her for a kill yet. She waits for a signal, so she can 

release their souls. Baba Luda is tired of Anastasia’s psychosis. Eric is mad about 

eating dumplings again. Alice backs him up, but also tries to find out if they have 

anything else. Anastasia burst into tears. Ryan and Vera calm Anastasia down. Ryan 

stays with Anastasia in her room and calms her down. 

Vera sees Eric coming out of the house. Vera follows Eric. She sees Alice join Eric. 

Alice has been looking for a signal to get out of the rancho. Eric is mad about the 

whole situation, and he is tense. Alice kisses him eventually. Eric and Alice have sex 

on the nature. Vera is heartbroken. Eric and Alice are being spooked by Baba Luda. 

Baba Luda is seen wearing leather mask and holding a bloody axe. Baba Luda chases 

Eric and Alice. Alice hides in the house. Eric runs into Vera who stabs him in the dick 

and then cut him from his dick to throat. Baba Luda takes off her mask. She is proud 

of Vera. Baba Luda hides Eric's body. 



SYNOPSIS

Anastasia has a psychosis episode. Ryan calms Anastasia down. Alice is 

freaking out. She wants Ryan to get out of this place together. It makes 

things worse for Anastasia’s state of mind, so they get out of the house. 

Ryan is skeptical about what Alice says. Vera comes to them. Alice is 

suspicious about Vera. Alice is asking: “Where is Eric?” Vera says that 

Alice and Eric had sex. Ryan is mad at Alice. Alice tries to focus the 

conversation on their missing friends. Ryan chokes Alice. Alice runs away 

into nature. Vera calms Ryan down. Ryan and Vera sleep together in the 

guest room. Ryan and Vera wake up and they have sex. They both lose their 

virginity. They see that the car arrives at rancho. Ryan and Vera go 

outside. A drunk guy gets out of the car. Baba Luda out of nowhere chops 

the drunk guy in half. Ryan is shocked. 

Vera and Ryan hide a body. Vera stops Baba Luda from killing Ryan. Alice 

watches all this from a distance. Alice comes back to rancho. She checks 

the car, there are no car keys. Alice hides behind the car, she hears 

someone is looking for her. Alice goes into the house. Alice is looking for 

car keys. The door to the forbidden room is open. She sees the skeletal 

domain. Baba Luda is behind her. Alice figures it out and she 

counterattacks her. Alice fights with Baba Luda in the house. Alice kills 

Baba Luda. She finds keys in her pocket. 



SYNOPSIS

Alice gets out of the house. Vera attacks Alice, Alice fights 

back and Alice cuts vera. Alice runs towards the car. Ryan 

grabs Alice and throws her on the ground. Alice begs Ryan 

not to do this. Ryan sees wounded Vera; Anastasia bandages 

her wound. Ryan makes a choice. Alice wants Ryan to come 

back with her to the real world. Ryan doesn’t see it as an 

option because there is no future for him in the real world. 

Ryan kills Alice. 

Anastasia reveals the skeletal domain. Anastasia puts body 

parts of baba Luda and Alice. She has a full d.i.y. body of her 

husband. She declares that the family is reunited. Ryan 

patiently kisses Vera. After the kiss Ryan hugs Vera, he looks 

at Alice’s body and a single tear falls from his eye. 

Post credit scene: A car stops near rancho. Ryan meets four 

newcomers as Anastasia met them before. One of the 

newcomers hands a flyer on which there is Ryan’s picture, and 

it says: missing.



references

BUDJET: $140 000

BOX OFFICE: $30,9 MILLION

BUDJET: $9 MILLION

BOX OFFICE: $48 MILLION

BUDJET: $1 MILLION

BOX OFFICE: $15,1 MILLION



REFERENCES

Texas chain saw massacre (1973) – Reference for 

cannibalism and slasher killings.

Midsommar (2019) – Reference for a protagonist 

arc.

X (2022) – Reference for a location and slasher 

killings.



THE FUTURE

Part 2 – Ryan never loved Vera. He always loved Alice 

and he killed her out of anger. He is trying to restore his 

life and escape from the rancho. At the same time 

Anastasia’s state of mental health is severe and 

newcomers are extremely suspicious about Ryan.

Potential sequels and prequels. Prequels could be 

about Anastasia and Baba Luda, how they arrived in US 

and their first kill on Brighton Beach. Another sequel 

could be about them moving to a rancho and establishing 

a local dumpling business.
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